
Any new housing developed on the North Berkeley BART parking lot should meet, and should harmonize with,
the surrounding community's needs in the following dimensions.

Any public (non-resident) parking spaces displaced by new development should be at least 100%
replaced by new public spaces in an underground garage.

This parking lot is already severely oversubscribed for reserved spots, with a long waiting list. The unreserved
portion of the lot is often full.

Driving to this station is the only realistic rapid-transit, long-distance commuting option for many residents of
the surrounding North Berkeley hills.

Like it or not, if these local residents cannot park in this lot, they will abandon public transit – and will instead
drive all the way to otherwise BART-accessible workplace destinations in San Francisco, the Dublin/Pleasanton
and Walnut Creek/Concord tech corridors. This would cost BART ridership and revenue, worsen Berkeley's
carbon footprint, and worsen regional traffic congestion and air quality.

Pay no attention to narrow-minded, childish arguments that cars are evil and parking is a sin. Short-distance
driving is a virtue when it displaces long-distance driving. Public parking is a virtue when it serves that goal.
Maintain at least the current number of public parking spaces.

Two stories is a practical maximum for harmonizing with the living environment of neighbors who (in
many cases) chose this location decades ago.

This lot is located in a residential neighborhood of one-story bungalows and two-story houses, which was built
decades ago for an intended population of mixed-income residents.

Any housing built on the BART lot should avoid disrupting this physical texture.

A mixed-income development – prioritizing affordable family "workforce housing," for public-serving residents
like teachers – would be entirely in character with the neighborhood's origins and history.

A Responsible, Community-Serving Vision for North
Berkeley BART

1. Parking Needs

2. Height, Scale, and Density



Pay no attention to narrow-minded, ideological arguments for building tall, massive towers on this site. "Transit-
oriented development" in a residential neighborhood means development built in scale with that neighborhood.

This neighborhood happens to be relatively low-density residential. It's similar to other outlying BART stations
(with parking lots) like San Francisco's Glen Park or Balboa Park, or either of the El Cerrito stations.

For Berkeley ideologues who don't like such surroundings for a transit station, it could have been worse, by at
least one other North Berkeley/Albany station sited in a low-density residential neighborhood.

But Berkeley wisely demanded that all Berkeley BART stations be undergrounded. That probably cost the city
at least one more station (which went to El Cerrito instead). But it saved our city from being divided – and likely,
further segregated – by elevated tracks.

Don't divide North Berkeley now with an oversized development.

Any new development should match the character of the surrounding residential neighborhood:
homes. houses. Houses. Houses with peaked roofs.

Berkeley has some excellent examples of affordable, public housing that was built at community scale, and that
has blended well into the community. Other cities (including San Francisco) are demolishing massive, factory-
like, rectangular blocks that were disdained even by their residents.

Instead, Berkeley has long-cherished, moderate-scale developments like those along south Sacramento Ave.
They've endured, have served their residents well, and have been well-treated, because they feel like home.

After many, many grievous errors, Berkeley's dominant property owner – the University of California – has
developed some good examples of residential structures that blend in with their neighborhoods' established
character.

The Channing-Bowditch Apartments, shown below, are a good recent example of stylistic harmony. (Although
please note that I'm emphatically not recommending their 4-story height for this site.) They were sensitively
built to blend in with the peaked-roof, brown-shingle character of the adjacent Anna Head School.

3. Character

https://housing.berkeley.edu/channing_bowditch


Like this North Berkeley neighborhood, the Anna Head structure (and much of Southside) has its origins in
Berkeley's 1920s development as a "transit-oriented" streetcar suburb.

Pay no attention to developers' minions, or ideological kooks, who argue for cheaply building an ugly big box
on this site. Anything built here should enhance the neighborhood, and be welcomed by everyone around it.
And it should be a source of pride, joy, and warmth for its residents.

Respectful thanks for considering this textual "vision" for any new residential development on the North
Berkeley BART lot.


